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Chapter 1 : A Cat of One's Own (Alice Nestleton, #17) by Lydia Adamson
A Cat of One's Own (Alice Nestleton Mystery) [Lydia Adamson] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. After acquiring Jake from from the pound as a feline companion for her friend's Gordon setter, Alice Nestleton is
forced to turn sleuth one again after Jake is catnapped.

With more than a dozen of them in publication, the novels are rather unique, proving entertaining without
exciting or engaging readers. The novels, written by Lydia Adamson, chronicle the life of Alice Nestleton. An
actress turned sleuth, Alice is as unique an individual as they get, very whimsical and fantastical,
melodramatic in everything she does and heavily engaged with those hobbies she chooses to pursue. Cats play
a central role in the story. While wholly in love with the stage, Alice finds herself in a situation where she
cannot support herself with her acting. This forces her to further engross herself into her adoration for the
feline folk by cat sitting for other cat lovers. And it is in the process of caring for her furry charges that Alice
stumbles upon the various mysteries that litter the lives of those around her, many of them unexpected. The
Alice Nestleton series of novels play with mature elements such as sex, even delving somewhat into the seedy
minutiae of murder but rarely exploring the sort of material that would make the stories explicit in anyway.
Lydia Adamson writes the sorts of novels you will enjoy curling up with, but which are unlikely to leave you
at the edge of your seat, positively curious about the happenings of the story. You will understand and
possibly even like the characters, the stories planted primarily within the field of mystery. Each novel makes a
concerted effort to further develop the characters introduced in previous books. Frank is also a freelance writer
as a well as a copywriter. The experience thrusts her headlong into a dangerous conspiracy revolving around
high stakes horse racing, her curiosity driving her towards danger she might find herself incapable of escaping.
And the protagonist is hardly your typical heroine. As a part time cat sitter, Alice Nestleton is an eccentric and
quirky actress; enjoying the life only she can pursue and seeking out those most odd elements of living, the
fact that Alice is such an out-of-the-box character plays a role in the delivery of such a unique story. This is
because the story is told primarily through her eyes; as such those elements of the plot that remain largely
underdeveloped throughout the novel do little to hurt a narrative primarily focused upon only revealing to its
audience what Alice sees, hears and knows. The novel, on a whole, is a very short and simple read, a number
of readers attesting to its entertainment value. Admittedly, the mystery is quite lacking and does little to
engross readers. And for all the positive elements that Alice brings to the table, the plot has a tendency to
generally wander off, this going to back to the rather weak mystery. Largely well written, A Cat in the Manger
is the sort of story an animal lover might enjoy on a lazy weekend afternoon. The beautiful Off-Off Broadway
actress is gifted with a beautiful Abyssinian cat from a student in her acting class. When the young student,
Lothario, is killed in a Manhattan bar, his exotic gift is stolen soon after. With her two cats, a regal bushy and
harum-scarum Poncho, by her side, Alice delves into the world of love, revenge and murder, devising a trap
that she hopes will corner the cat-napper. Most agree that the writing is hardly stellar, though it is passable.
That being said, A Cat of Different Color, like its predecessor, manages to entertain immensely despite its
shortcomings. This is primarily due to Alice Nestleton, whose characterization is wonderful and charming.
While it might not measure up when compared to its considerably more complex rivals, A Cat of a Different
color rarely fails to entertain. The book is bound to amuse a few people, especially with its fun change of
pacing. A cat of Different Color is as good a book as any to learn about and gain an interest in the rest of the
novels within the Alice Nestleton series. Jack Reacher is back! Family secrets come back to haunt Reacher
when he decides to visit the town his father was born in. Because when he visits there he finds out no-one with
the last name of Reacher has ever lived there. It leaves him wondering - did his father ever live there?
Recommendations Every 2 weeks we send out an e-mail with Book Recommendations. Insert your e-mail
below to start getting these recommendations. If you see one missing just send me an e-mail below. Featured
Author Our author of the month is Canadian author Opal Carew who writes erotic romance novels. Opal has
written over novels with multiple book series such as the Dirty Talk series and the Abducted series. Did You
Knowâ€¦ Jack Reacher never needs a watch, as he always knows what time it is in his head. This has
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sometimes played both major and minor parts in many of the plots of the novels he features in.
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Chapter 2 : Alice Nestleton Mysteries | Awards | LibraryThing
The perfect read for cat and mystery lovers alike, the latest addition to the Alice Nestleton series centers on a two-toned
cat named Jake. The cat-sitting actress's latest adventure begins innocuously enough when her old friend Amanda asks
her help in selecting a feline companion for her Gordon.

King who was an author, freelance writer and copywriter. He was born on January 1st, The title was first
published on November 6th, by Signet. A budding off-off Broadway actress who is trying to veer away from
the traditional theater productions and dive into avant-garde theater instead. Alice also takes a fancy to
cat-sitting in and around New York, as a side vocation. During Christmas time Alice prepares for her annual
cat-sitting job at a horse farm near the Hamptons. She has always taken care of the eight Himalayans, for
Harry and Jo Starobin. This time Harry fails to pick Alice up from the station as they had agreed prior to her
arriving, however when he fails to turn up to the station Alice makes her own way to the farm via taxi. With
not enough time to soak it all in, yet another murder takes place, not far from the farm. Alice puts her own life
at risk, to investigate further. The plot involves high-stakes, horse- racing and special cat genetics. Another
gripping murder mystery tale, where this time our beautiful Off-Off Broadway actress-sleuth Alice, is
approached by a student from her acting class. He is not empty handed; he brings with him a white
Abyssinian-like cat, as a gesture of his fondness and affection for Alice. Unbeknownst to Alice, days later her
admirer is found dead in a bar in Manhattan, and lo and behold the cat had also been cat-knapped. Alice is
intrigued and also shaken by the news. Along with her own two cats, Bushy and Pancho, she sets about
finding the cat-knapper; without intending to do so, she finds herself entangled in a web of lies and mystery
surrounding the death of her admirer. Lydia Adamson, aka Frankin B. Other series which Frank King wrote
were under the genre of thriller, mystery and suspense also. Early on in the series for the Dr. First published in
February , by Signet, the novel centers around Dr. Nightingale, a veterinarian by profession. The brave and
fearless veterinarian, comes across a strange illness afflicting French Alpine goats, in New York State, but
soon finds out that her dear friend Dick Obey, a dairy farmer, has indeed been found dead. She drudges on to
find clues and solve the mystery surrounding his death. Lucy, an avid birdwatcher has a knack for solving
crimes, the series follows her adventures into the unknown to solve, deep and dark mysteries, some plots
taking a turn for the worst before emerging on a high note by the end of the books. Unfortunately, this incident
is followed by her arrest for blocking traffic. She in turn is ostracized from the Central Park bird watchers
club, and relinquishes her title as the club president. The plot thickens when one of the club members,
Abraham Lescalles meet with an predetermined death. When the local police cannot find any further clues,
Lucy at this point, steps in to investigate. The mystery continues as she purges clues and dodges the dark
intentions of the killer at large. Lydia, aka Frank King, always seemed to have featured a central female
character within his Mystery series and maybe that is why he wrote under a female pseudonym, though there
might be other theories to explain this behaviour. Maybe secretly the author desired to see a female in a
poignant role within his books and for her not to be overshadowed by the plot but for her to emerge as the
heroine. The iconic mystery novels of the early 90s and s, written by Lydia Adamson, have cemented a great
deal of admiration for the author by readers and critics alike. The little that is know of Frank King he was a
well to do freelance copywriter, who had been noted as a mystery author himself. Born and raised in the
concrete jungle that is New York City, he was known by his loved ones to be generous, loyal, unpretentious
and of course brilliant. Frank, loved the city and was a keen scholar and writer, a fete that was not to be
scoffed at during those days. Frank King, died in May , and was survived by his loving wife, Charlotte Carter,
and the King family: He will forever be remembered as a great story teller and writer and his legacy will
forever be ingrained in the pages of his gripping suspense, murder mystery thrillers. Jack Reacher is back!
Family secrets come back to haunt Reacher when he decides to visit the town his father was born in. Because
when he visits there he finds out no-one with the last name of Reacher has ever lived there. It leaves him
wondering - did his father ever live there? Recommendations Every 2 weeks we send out an e-mail with Book
Recommendations. Insert your e-mail below to start getting these recommendations. If you see one missing
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just send me an e-mail below. Featured Author Our author of the month is Canadian author Opal Carew who
writes erotic romance novels. Opal has written over novels with multiple book series such as the Dirty Talk
series and the Abducted series. More recently, he has covered the pharmaceutical and health care industries,
specializing in issues concerning dangerous drugs.
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Chapter 3 : Â» Reviewed by Allen J. Hubin: LYDIA ADAMSON â€“ A Cat in the Manger.
A Cat of One's Own (Alice Nestleton Mysteries) [Lydia Adamson] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. After acquiring Jake from the pound as a feline companion for her friend's Gordon setter, Alice Nestleton is forced
to turn sleuth once again after Jake is catnapped.

Signet, paperback original, This is a fanciful tale requiring hyperextension of disbelief, with a heroine of little
appeal and an ending without the impact it could have had. This time, however, someone has hung Harry on
the back of a door. Another corpse quickly turns up, just as motiveless a killing as the first. And where has
Ginger Mauch, who worked for the Starobins, gone off to, and why? Deirdre Quinn Nightingale, veterinarian,
and three books about birdwatcher and ex-librarian Lucy Wayles, not to mention five works of crime fiction
under his own name. The Alice Nestleton series â€” 1. A Cat in the Manger 2. A Cat of a Different Color 3. A
Cat in the Wings 5. A Cat by Any Other Name 6. A Cat with a Fiddle 7. A Cat in a Glass House 8. A Cat with
No Regrets 9. A Cat on the Cutting Edge A Cat in Fine Style A Cat on a Winning Streak A Cat Under the
Mistletoe A Cat in a Chorus Line A Cat on a Beach Blanket A Cat on Jingle Bell Rock A Cat on Stage Left
A Cat With the Blues A Cat With No Clue A Cat Named Brat And so I did, but the attraction of cats and
mysteries is a lot more powerful than I realized at the time. And Frank King ought to be commended for
knowing that and building a sizable career for himself on those grounds.
Chapter 4 : Alice Nestleton - Book Series In Order
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 5 : A Cat of One's Own (Alice Nestleton Mystery) by Adamson, Lydia | eBay
A Cat of One's Own (An Alice Nestleton Mystery) by Lydia Adamson The perfect read for cat and mystery lovers alike,
the latest addition to the Alice Nestleton series centers on a two-toned cat named Jake.

Chapter 6 : Any Good Book: A Cat in the Manger (An Alice Nestleton Mystery #1)
This series provide quick, entertaining, easy reads. The protagonist is Alice Nestleton, a New York City actress of great
skill, but who never gets the starmaking break so moves along the fringes of the drama world and knows EVERYONE.

Chapter 7 : Lydia Adamson: List of Books by Author Lydia Adamson
A Cat of One's Own (Alice Nestleton Mystery) by Adamson, Lydia A copy that has been read, but remains in excellent
condition. Pages are intact and are not marred by notes or highlighting, but may contain a neat previous owner name.

Chapter 8 : Alice Nestleton Mystery
A Cat of One's Own (Alice Nestleton Mysteries) by Adamson, Lydia and a great selection of similar Used, New and
Collectible Books available now at www.nxgvision.com

Chapter 9 : Lydia Adamson - Book Series In Order
Alice Nestleton is once more drawn into the realm of murder, this time by a mystery cat. The beautiful Off-Off Broadway
actress is gifted with a beautiful Abyssinian cat from a student in her acting class.
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